Trip Tracker is a car reduction encouragement program for schools. When participants carpool, bus, bike, or walk to school, they earn Tracker Bucks, which can be spent at participating locally owned businesses, that are reimbursed for redeemed Tracker Bucks.

All 2020 statistics are low due to the global pandemic, resulting in school site closures early in the school year.

Green Trip Data is self-reported - not exact, therefore calculated results based on green trip data is also not exact.
DISTRIBUTED TRACKER BUCKS & SPEND RATE
6 Year Totals

TRACKER BUCKS SPENT
6 Year Total = 105,426

TRACKER BUCKS REIMBURSED
6 Year Total = $52,732

TRACKER BUCKS EARNED AVERAGE PER MONTH
6 Year Average/Month = 7

BUSINESS PARTNERS - ALL LOCALLY OWNED
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